Philocafe Sli na Bande March 2014
Marlene's new chalet received its "philosophical baptism" last February when about a dozen thoughtful souls met in the new space to discuss Fear: 

Aeschylus: 
"There are times when fear is good..it must take its watchful place at the heart's controls"

Dorothy Thompson:
"Only when we are no longer afraid do we begin to live.."

It is quite sobering to see from the notes of the discussion just how many things either are or can become sources of fear.  Initially, the group divided fear into "good" fear and "bad" fear. In the good corner we had the necessary motivation of animal fear- the fight or flight mechanism which we know is nothing less than essential for our biological survival. In the bad corner we had the fear of "what if" patterns of thinking- the inhibiting and debilitating patterns of negative thought. Such patterns are biologically bad for us, resulting in such things as high blood pressure and depression. Continuing on, the list lenghtened considerably: There is the emotional fear of change or physical threat; the crippling fear of accident or failure; fear of commitment; fear of being different; fear of isolation; fear for one's nearest and dearest out of love. Fear can keep us real. Fear can expand in the mind and in fact breed further fear. Fear can help, fear can hinder. No life goes untouched by it.
Fear of failure brought out further consideration- the place and value of experience. Fear of "success" and "failure" can be mitigated by the understanding that each entails learning and therefore there is less to be afraid of since both have their own legitimate place in the scheme of things. What price experience?
In exteme circumstances when our survival is threathened our very perception of time can be altered. Also, perceptions can be tested to new limits by the fear of God. Christ's painful words of existential crisis ring in our ears still : "Father, Why hast thou forsaken me?"
Our medieval God was a God of fear. By contrast, it was suggested that modern life is imbalanced in its drive to eliminate fear and thereby somehow insidiously control our existence. 
We accept in our lives the conquoring of fear as a legitimate objective but What exactly is fear?
It was suggested that in essence fear is a response to a lack of control. Following on from this, the notion of control in itself is a toxic illusion. Today's troubles in Ukraine spring to mind. The urge to war is fuelled by greed and the need for power- a succumbing to the illusion already mentioned. Aeschylus and Dorothy Thompson both lived cheek by jowl with the threat of military war. In antiquity, the Greeks saw off the Persians and in modern Europe the allies saw off Hitler. Success did not engender the same response in each of our protagonists.
John Hume said of the social problems in Northern Ireland - Who would relinquish power? In such deep rooted situations we have to ask are we not all implicated in the structures that grow out of fear?. For each and every one of us there is a duty to investigate oneself for a more ethical world. Our own worst fear might be something we continually repeat due to some unconscious process or complex of our own.
To summarise I would like to take up the point that was made about acceptance: Acceptance of uncertainty is liberating in life itself. Let us suppose that we have absolutely no control. None. Fear being the wish to control, the antidote we need is to increase our knowledge of our lack of control. In such a context fear could even become the exhilirating precursor to future possibility.
Personally, I can see various points of view but after putting this write up together I have to say Dorothy Thompson's take on fear is the more uplifting.
The banging of the drum of Fear is inevitable. Fear only becomes a problem if we become stuck in it.
Here's wishing for a world without unecessary fear..


 

 

  

